TRACK 1
THANKSGIVING (fiction) by Michael Knight, The Southern Review, Autumn 2005
PULLING A NAIL (a poem) by Galway Kinnell, The American Poetry Review, September/October 2006

TRACK 2
SLEEPING WITH CANNIBALS by Paul Raffaele, Smithsonian, September 2006
FIND YOUR ROOTS by Daniel Mendelsohn, Travel & Leisure, September 2006

TRACK 3
THE FUTURE OF NASA by David H. Freeman, Discover, September 2006

TRACK 4
LIBRARY DAYS (a poem) by Philip Levine, The Georgia Review, Spring 2006
ROOMS AND DREAMS by Molly O’Neill, House & Garden, June 2006
BIRTH OF A SALESMAN by Thomas Beller, Gourmet, August 2006
CREATURELY by Devin Johnston, The Threepenny Review, Spring 2006

TRACK 5
PETRIFIED by John Lahr, The New Yorker, August 28, 2006

TRACK 6
THE UNLUCKY MOTHER OF AQUILES MALDONADO (fiction) by T.C. Boyle, Playboy, September 2006
UP YOUR GOOSE WITH A BONELESS DUCK by Chris Offutt, Tin House, Summer 2006

TRACK 7
EDWARD O. WILSON, FROM ANTS, ONWARD: AN INTERVIEW by Tim Appenzeller, National Geographic, May 2006
KEEPING UP (a poem) by Pattiaann Rogers, Poetry, March 2003

TRACK 8